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Comment text:

Inkpen Parish Council, Kintbury Ward - revised wording for the consultation to replace the previous submission: "Inkpen Parish Council would suggest that Hungerford, Kintbury, Inkpen and West Woodhay, Hamstead Marshall and Enborne be combined and have three councillors allowing the three to work together in the interest of Hungerford and the surrounding villages. This would be in preference to Inkpen being linked to Hungerford and Kintbury being separated out to another boundary as Inkpen and Kintbury have a very close relationship and understanding of each parish's needs. There are a significant number of dwellings in Inkpen that share the boundary of Kintbury and West Woodhay in fact the boundary line bisects the properties, which also suggests that we should be linked together as a ward - we have no shared boundaries with Hungerford. To combine these villages would also allow the 3 councillors to have the support required – the suggested boundary change for Kintbury seems a lot for one councillor to handle on their own and this way they would get the necessary support and cover for holidays etc if as we suggest that Kintbury is included with the Hungerford, Kintbury, Inkpen, West Woodhay Hamstead Marshall and Enborne boundary". Gloria Keene Clerk to Inkpen Parish Council
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